
 

 

 
 

OSA NATIONAL LABORATORY 

Thinking. Learning. Innovating 

Introduction: 

The OSA Lab is an integral part of the overall OSA national offering. Having been established for over ten years it 
carries a wealth of knowledge and experience. 

The Lab is officed primarily in the OSA QLD branch but also includes sub offices with staff in Melbourne and Perth. 

We house five full time engineers across the country plus a national engineering manager, three of these are 
network engineers specialising in traditional ethernet, wireless, DOCSIS and GPON networks. Our national 
engineering manager is also Cisco CCIE certified with decades of networking experience. 

The remaining engineers are focused on video and CCTV with knowledge and experience of IP CCTV systems, IP 
video distribution head ends and all the parts and products that make up these systems. 

OSA is committed to maintaining and expanding the knowledge of our engineers ensuring customers also receive 
tested solutions, to do this OSA has invested over $1,000,000 in the equipment. This investment provides the 
engineers hands-on experience, and resources to trouble shoot customer issues if required. Vigorous product 
testing is one of the core capabilities of the OSA Lab enabling OSA to only sell leading products for that particular 
technology. To help the engineers provide the best support possible a ticketing system was implemented to 
provide perfect visibility to the customers and other OSA teams on support statuses and other general 
information. 
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Advantages of The Laboratory: 
The OSA Lab has not only been a huge benefit to our customer but also to several global companies. Engineering 
resources from HP/Aruba Networking, Teleste, Luxriot, Calix and Microsens have remotely connected to the OSA 
Lab to test new products features or rectify bugs.  With the ability for them to then connect into our systems 
remotely to work on these issues has meant speedy fixes or improvement iterations for their products. 

     
The Lab has been involved in many project deliveries over the last decade across networking, CCTV and 
hospitality. 

A selection of sizeable projects the OSA Lab has been involved with include; 

♦ QLD Police Service – CCTV systems in Watch Houses for Safety 
♦ University of NSW – Cisco Network 
♦ Next Hotel – GPON distribution of data and video services to all rooms 
♦ Rio Tinto Network – GPON 30,000 Dongas Serviced 
♦ Retirement villages - GPON distribution of data and video services to all rooms 
♦ Darwin Prison – HP Network provided for the security and services networks 
♦ CYDC – Teleste CCTV system with HP Network 
♦ QLD Regional City Safe – Luxriot CCTV systems with a diverse range of network equipment to suit the 

environment 
♦ Gold Coast Commonwealth Games 
♦ Brisbane G20 – Teleste CCTV system with HP network 

 
However, the size of the project is irrelevant, the OSA Lab is of benefit from selecting a single camera suited for 
the environment to a project encompassing thousands of cameras, or a single 8 port switch to projects with 
thousands of switch ports. It is the experience of the engineers combined with the experience of the OSA sales 
team that allows OSA to work up the best possible solution around the parameters provided. From concept 
through to the Lab then configuring, documenting and testing the purchased system makes the project truly plug 
and play and thus provides a successful outcome. 
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